Conflict can make you clever: animals arrive at better collective decisions when group members disagree about goals. This could be a strong argument for not excluding minority factions from group decisions.
When animals share decisions with others, they pool personal information, offset individual errors and, thereby, increase decision accuracy. This is termed 'swarm intelligence.' But what if those decisions involve conflicts of interest between individual decision-makers? Should animals share decisions with individuals whose goals are different from, and partially in conflict with, their own? A group decision model developed by Larissa Conradt (MPI Berlin) and colleagues finds that, contrary to intuition, conflicting goals often increase both decision accuracy and the individual gains derived from shared decisions. Thus, conflicts of interest, far from hampering effective decision making, can actually improve decision outcomes for all stakeholders, as long as they also have some goals in common. By contrast, conflictfree decisions shared by animals which all have the same goals are often surprisingly poor.
Conradt explains the underlying mechanism like this: "Individual decision makers never have perfect information, so their decision making is always subject to error. When members of a decision-making group have conflicting goals, their individual errors are little correlated with one another. Therefore, such a group benefits considerably from decision sharing, since decision sharing offsets uncorrelated errors." These results provide a strong argument for not excluding different or minority factions from collective decisions. Conradt suggests that the benefits of including diverse factions within a decisionmaking group might also apply to human collective decision making.
